FREE!

UNIT 2 EXAM REVISION
LECTURES 2020
THE FASTEST WAY TO PREPARE
FOR THE EXAMS!

SUNDAY 27 SEPTEMBER – THURSDAY 1 OCTOBER 2020

Unit 2 Exam Revision Lectures

Ace your VCE Exams

What Will be Covered?

Students can save huge amounts of stress and time before their
exams by having an experienced VCE teacher with a different
perspective guide them through the revision process.

 You’ll receive a comprehensive and detailed coverage of
examinable materials as specified in each subject’s Study Design.

Our ‘VCE Exam Revision Lectures’ have been designed with
this purpose in mind, and to give students the skills and information
they’ll need to perform to the highest possible standard in their
end of year exams.
Developed and delivered by qualified VCE teachers and VCAA
assessors (not inexperienced university students), these lectures will
definitely improve VCE marks!
Dates: Sunday 27 September – Thursday 1 October 2020

Live Streamed & Interactive
Due to the COVID-19 shutdown our our Unit 2 Exam Revision
Lectures will be live streamed and interactive, featuring real
time screen capture and annotations using tried and tested delivery
technologies to ensure you get a high quality, interactive live video
stream.

 You’ll work through the more difficult concepts within a subject
(not just revise the basic principles).
 You’ll clarify theoretical misconceptions that result in the loss of
valuable marks in the exams.
 You’ll work through key exam-style questions and learn to
recognise potential sources of error.
 You’ll develop the problem-solving skills that are needed to
secure the higher marks.
 You’ll master the tricks and traps that could appear in the
exams.
 You’ll discover how marks are awarded in the exams and how
you should set out answers in order to obtain full scores.
Detailed information regarding the topics that will be covered
can be found at www.tsfx.com.au/exams.

 Q & A sessions with VCAA assessors

“Very, very fantastic. Extremely helpful.
The notes will easily half my study time
and double my chances of getting a
great score. The lecturers were both
brilliant.”

 Lectures are recorded for further revision

Student – St. Patrick’s College

Additional Features:
 Real time audience participation
 Chats, polls, quizzes
 Live support

More Free Lectures
Valued at $200.
See Back Page for details.

How Do I Enrol?

Please complete the online enrolment form at:
www.tsfx.edu.au/exams. Alternatively, please call our office
on 03 9099 0890 between 10am and 5pm, Monday to Friday.

Subjects
Unit 2 Chemistry
Topics that will be addressed include: Structure, bonding and properties
of water, solubility curves, specific heat capacity, latent heat, gravimetric,
acid-base and redox reactions, stoichiometry, concentration and
unit conversions, the pH scale, spectroscopy (colorimetry/visible
spectroscopy & AAS) and HPLC chromatography.

Unit 2 English
These important lectures will focus on the skills and techniques you’ll need
to achieve high marks in the two areas of study that make up Unit 2.
AOS 1 – Reading & Comparing Texts: You will explore the ways
authors convey ideas, issues and themes (such as structure, settings,
events and characters) in texts and the features of comparative analysis.
This lecture will also focus on the elements of high scoring comparative
text responses including how to structure your comparative essay in
the exam, auditing and editing, common comparative text response
problems and what teachers expect from students aiming for the higher
scores.
AOS 2 – Analysing Argument: You will extend on your ability to dissect
and present your analysis about how points of view are presented in both
written and visual texts, and learn how to write controlled, high quality
responses which present arguments and points of view using language
that is specific to the exam assessment criteria. You will also investigate
the ways persuasive language is used to express an argument, how
authors construct arguments to position audiences as well as structure,
conventions and relevant metalanguage.

Unit 2 Maths Methods
Topics that will be addressed include: Exponential, logarithmic, circular
and inverse functions (including graphing and solving equations), finding
derivatives by rule and using first principles, applications in differentiation
(rates of change, applications in curve sketching, worded maxima/minima
questions), integration techniques, definite integrals and applications of
differentiation and integration to kinematics.

“Definitely recommend TSFX over
other lectures.”
Student – Melbourne Grammar School

What You’ll Get (All Subjects)
 The highest quality instruction from experienced VCE teachers
and VCAA exam markers (not unqualified university students).
 Between 6 and 9 hours of tuition in each enrolled subject.
 Engaging and interactive teaching that caters for different
learning styles.
 Unlimited access to a recording of the audio-visual presentation
for each enrolled lecture until the day after your subject exam(s).
 Detailed, comprehensive A+ notes that include every key
examinable concept, clear and concise explanations, fully worked
examples with step-by-step instructions and exam watch-outs –
saving you countless hours in study time.
 A large collection of exam-style questions to further consolidate
and extend on taught skills at home.
 The skills and information needed to perform to a high standard
in the exams.
 Friendly, engaging, passionate and committed teachers.

Benefits of Attending
 Get the most from your school holidays.
 Prepare for your exams in a time efficient and relatively painless
manner!
 Save countless hours in study time (it’s much faster to have
an experienced teacher take you through course materials than
working through them on your own).

“I thought the online lectures were
done really well. Even though I wasn’t
there in person, I wasn’t missing on any
educational experience.”
Student – Belmont High School

 Complete a large part of your exam preparations ahead of your
peers.
 Reduce stress levels and study loads in the challenging weeks
before your exams.
 Watch and listen to recordings of the lectures as many times
as you like before your exams.
 Maximise examination marks.

Dates & Times: Unit 2 Exam Revision Lectures
Sun 27 Sep 2020

Mon 28 Sep 2020

Tue 29 Sep 2020

Wed 30 Sep 2020

Thur 1 Oct 2020

9am – 12pm
Unit 2 Chemistry (Part 1)
1pm – 4pm
Unit 2 Maths Methods (Part 1)

9am – 12pm
Unit 2 Chemistry (Part 2)
1pm – 4pm
Unit 2 Maths Methods (Part 2)

9am – 12pm
Unit 2 Chemistry (Part 3)
1pm – 4pm
Unit 2 Maths Methods (Part 3)

9am – 12pm
Unit 2 English (Part 1)

9am – 12pm
Unit 2 English (Part 2)

What Sets Us Apart?

Lecturer Details

Exceptional Teachers

Chemistry:
Irena Jaskula (TSFX), Phil Ponder
(Penleigh Essendon Grammar School).

Instructors are qualified, experienced VCE teachers who are current or recent VCAA exam markers.

Recorded Classes
Each lecture will be recorded, fully edited and made available to students 24/7 until the day after
their subject exam(s).

Unparalleled A+ Course Notes
No other VCE program provider comes close to matching the quality and depth of
materials that are given to students who attend TSFX programs! As an example, students
attending our Unit 2 Maths Methods Exam Revision Lectures receive over 220 pages of notes
and 160 exam-style questions! Our course materials are prepared and updated by qualified,
experienced VCE teachers each year – not inexperienced university students.

English
Catherine Hart (TSFX), Carolyn Stone (Mercy
College), Anthony Young (Braemar College).
Maths Methods
Chris Ireson (Melbourne High School),
Irena Jaskula (TSFX), Mal Widdicombe
(Geelong Grammar School).

No Superficial Overviews
Our programs are longer in duration, ensuring you get the best instruction and value for
your time and money, as well as the highest possible VCE marks.

We Get Results
TSFX offers a proven track history of unrivalled VCE success. We get results, and we can
make a significant difference to your VCE marks.

90.59

The average ATAR for students who attended
our revision lectures in 2019

Learn From the Best
To ensure you receive every possible
advantage in the VCE, our lectures are
prepared and delivered by hand-picked,
qualified, experienced VCE teachers
from top ranking schools (not university
students). Our teachers include authors
of VCE textbooks, writers and markers
of your VCAA exams, as well as leading
experts in their subject fields.

Mastering the Exams – Free!
Exams are a great source of stress for students, but it doesn’t need to be this way! With the
right advice and a solid study plan, you can reduce stress levels, cut down on study time and
greatly improve exam marks!
‘Mastering the Exams’ is a unique program exclusive to TSFX. Presented by one of the
country’s most respected study skills specialists, this lecture guarantees to improve study
habits, boost exam confidence and maximise your exam marks.
When you attend ‘Mastering the Exams’ you’ll learn how to prepare for your exams in the
fastest and most effective way. Other topics that will be covered include: How you should
commit information to memory, the biggest mistakes students make when preparing for
their exams, constructing an effective exam study timetable, the smartest way to work
through past exam papers, mastering the art of “exam chess”, strategies designed to
enhance concentration & memory, preparing A+ exam revision notes in the fastest possible
time, combating exam anxiety and “mind blanks”.
Held over three consecutive nights, this 6 hour live streamed and interactive online program
will not disappoint.

Don’t Miss Out!
Dates: Tuesday 1, Wednesday 2 & Thursday 3 September 2020
Times: 6.30pm to 8.30pm

Note: The majority of university
students who present VCE lectures and
tuition classes have not received formal
instruction in most of the topics they’re
teaching. These students graduated
before many VCE subjects underwent
significant changes to their Study
Design and are self-taught, using limited
information that doesn’t cover the scope
required for the higher VCE marks.
Experience is the best teacher, and
an important asset at this end-game
stage of the VCE.

How Do I Enrol?
Please complete
the online enrolment
form at:
www.tsfx.edu.au/exams.
Alternatively, please call our office
on 03 9099 0890 between 10am
and 5pm, Monday to Friday.

